CONVERTERS
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ENDLESS CHOICE OF COLORS
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strong beautiful surfaces

CONVERTERS FOR TINTING SYSTEM
MATTE

210-9096/XX for LIGHT matte colors 		
210-0503/XX for FULL SHADE matte colors

OECE has always been at the core of inspirations of interior design and architecture that, through the attractive
power of color, transpose the suggestions into creations of the highest aesthetic level, giving a unique and lasting
charm over time.
The COLOREADY tinting system is the tool that supports the customer in the realization and personalization of
their own projects, with an immense choice of colors.
COLOREADY enables to quickly prepare any pigmented finish for wood in a simple, accurate and - above all reproducible way.
The clear PU converters for interior have been designed for use in the painting of furniture, profiles, flat parts and
all those wooden products that can make up the internal domestic furnishings.
Specifically formulated for the COLOREADY tinting system, they must be used only if added to the 241-XXXX
solvent-based pastes. The volumetric mixing ratio must be 80/20 cc.
The addition of organic pigmented pastes implies a longer drying time, a lower hardness and a lower covering
power compared to inorganic pigmented pastes.
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CONVERTERS FOR TINTING SYSTEM
GLOSSY

212-9123/99 for LIGHT glossy colors
212-0523/99 for FULL SHADE glossy colors

These converters can be applied by air/airless spray and curtain coater, both with automated industrial systems
and with manual systems most commonly used in the craft sector.
The matt or gloss finishes made with these converters give excellent chromatic coverage and good surface
hardness, essential characteristics in the painting of the furniture, which are accompanied by an exceptional
softness to the touch and ease of use.
The finishes created through the COLOREADY tinting system are the result of the best knowledge of the PU
coating systems for wood.
The binders that make up our matt and gloss converters are made in Italy in the synthesis plants of Pianoro (BO),
and contain an important part of raw materials deriving from sustainable sources.
This is one of the important aspects which describes the quality of any color obtained with the OECE neutral bases.
OECE: the creative attitude to shape color.
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